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A B S T R A C T   

Climate change policy is an essential driver of urban sustainability, yet minimal research has examined how they 
emerge and spread across cities in shared metropolitan areas. While policy diffusion or policy mobility theories 
could explain the aforesaid, much of the international scholarship have not utilized an amalgamation of these 
two complementary theoretical perspectives. As a result, we lack a comprehensive understanding of the regional 
dynamics and spillover effects local governments can generate for urban sustainability. This article proposes a 
contingent diffusion model to examine the intra-regional adoption of local climate action plans within Southern 
California from 2000 to 2018. We find that neighboring jurisdictions that adopt climate policy increase the 
likelihood of a home city's adoption. Yet, neighboring effect is contingent on the home city's existing pro- 
environmental policy propensity. However, in contrast to conventional wisdom, this study finds no evidence 
that local environmental advocacy groups play a crucial role in the diffusion of municipal climate initiatives. 
Altogether, the results suggest that a regional diffusion model of policy innovations is more likely successful 
when adaptive capacity is in place to facilitate green infrastructure. These findings provide implications for 
policymakers and planners who want to achieve successful spillovers of urban climate policies across local 
governments.   

1. Introduction 

The debate is over. We know the science. We see the threat. And we 
know the time for action is now. 

California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, June 1, 2005 

Global warming is accelerating faster than any of us thought it 
would. It is important that California continues to lead on these is-
sues, and we're close to accomplishing those goals. California has the 
momentum to be a great model for sustainable living on the national 
and the global stage. If we do not address what may be the most 
critical challenge of this century, the impacts of global warming will 
hurt us, not only environmentally but also economically. 

California State Senator Fran Pavley, 2007 

When the quoted California State Senator Fran Pavley, often called 

the mother of California climate change policy, authored Assembly Bill 
32 in 2006—the state's key legislation that incentivizes the market to 
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions—many anticipated that those 
regulations would drive the increase in green technology among private 
corporations. Furthermore, it was expected that California would be a 
national and international model of climate policy innovation that other 
states and countries would follow. Encouraged by such a statewide green 
movement, local governments emerged as proactive environmental 
leaders that spread innovative climate change policies across various 
regions within the state. In the Southern California region, consisting of 
five large urban counties and nearly 200 constituent cities, 49 cities 
voluntarily adopted climate action plans from 2000 to 2018. These cases 
illustrate that local governments can be incubators of innovations for 
urban environmental policies, and more importantly, they can be 
transmitters for climate policy innovations to other local governments. 

Existing research on urban climate policy often uses policy mobility 
theory to explain the factors contributing to environmental policy 
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adoption. However, much of the recent international scholarship in 
urban studies uses a case study approach with a focus on a particular 
context of one city or a country (e.g., Bulkeley & Kern, 2006; McCann, 
2011; Zimmerman & Faris, 2011; Ng, 2012; Gouldson et al., 2016; 
Huang-Lachmann & Lovett, 2016; Di Giulio et al., 2018; Lejano, 2019; 
Mabon et al., 2019; Iturriza et al., 2020; Trundle, 2020; cf. Pietrapertosa 
et al., 2019; Shi & Varuzzo, 2020), making it difficult to draw inferences 
about more widespread spatial adoption patterns. A growing body of 
research has expanded its geographic focus to metropolitan regions with 
similar qualitative approaches (Dierwechter, 2010; Kirshen et al., 2008; 
Shi, 2019). While some prior quantitative studies paid attention to 
policy mobility questions (Aylett, 2015; Reckien et al., 2014; Shi et al., 
2015), most of these studies have neglected policy diffusion lens (cf. 
Matisoff, 2008; Zhou et al., 2019), especially regarding intra-regional 
policy diffusion occurring among local governments within a shared 
regional space. By amalgamating policy mobility and the diffusion 
literature, we apply an intra-regional diffusion lens that allows us to 
view metropolitan areas as a shared regional place rather than frag-
mented environments or “fragmented regionalism.” (Savitch & Adhi-
kari, 2017; Shi, 2019; Deslatte & Feiock, 2019; cf. An & Bostic, 2021). 

To do this, using cities in Southern California as a study frame, we 
present a contingent model of intra-regional diffusion as a function of 
the interaction between a city's internal adaptive capacity and the 
external incentive it faces from more proactive policymaking neighbors. 
This model is built on theoretical perspectives offered by both policy 
diffusion and mobility literature. Such an analytic lens, especially for 
examining the novel diffusion experiences of Southern California cities, 
can broaden our understanding of drivers of adopting urban climate 
policies at the local level and policy innovation and transfer within a 
shared regional space. 

Employing a Cox Proportional Hazard model and after accounting 
for usual suspects of local climate policy adoption in the literature, this 
study finds that neighboring jurisdictions that adopt climate action plans 
increase the likelihood of a home city's adoption. Given the empirical 
knowledge base from the policy diffusion and regional governance 
scholarship, this is straightforwardly predictive and expected. However, 
what is notable is that such a neighboring effect is found to be contingent 
on the home city's existing internal adaptive capacity, measured by pro- 
environmental policy index. In other words, cities that implement 
environmentally innovative programs are more likely to be influenced 
by neighboring climate action plan adopters than cities with a lagged 
environmental capacity, mirroring recent arguments around adaptive 
capacity in the policy mobility literature (Aylett, 2015; McCann, 2017; 
Shi, 2019). However, in contrast to previous studies, our analysis finds 
no evidence that local environmental advocacy groups play a crucial 
role in the diffusion of municipal climate change initiatives. Taken 
together, our results indicate that both external neighboring influence 
and internal adaptive capacity interact with each other to shape the 
intra-regional diffusion of local climate policy adoption within Southern 
California. 

2. Context: California's legal framework for climate policy and 
recent progression in Southern California 

California has been long known to be a coastal environmental policy 
leader and entrepreneur in the United States and elsewhere (Mazmanian 
et al., 2008, 2020). The state has various legal frameworks that 
encourage regional and local governments to consider climate mitiga-
tion and adaptation actions. The aforementioned Assembly Bill (AB) 32, 
the Global Warming Solution Act of 2006, required the state to reduce its 
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 — a reduction of approximately 
15% below emissions expected under a “business as usual” scenario. 
Pursuant to AB 32, California Air Resources Board (CARB) adopted 
regulations to achieve the maximum technologically feasible and cost- 
effective GHG emission reductions. 

Subsequent legislation, such as Senate Bill (SB) 375 in 2009, has 

directed the CARB to set regional targets for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. To facilitate the state to reach the goal by 2020 as a whole, 
this law incentivizes a “bottom-up” approach to ensure that cities and 
counties are involved in the development of regional plans. It builds on 
the existing framework of regional planning to tie together housing 
needs and transportation planning to reduce GHG emissions from motor 
vehicle trips. More recently, AB 617, Community Air Protection Pro-
gram, and SB 1, the Road Repair and Accountability Act, both legislated 
in 2017, target air districts and the state's transportation system to 
reduce air pollution exposure and enhance climate resilience in disad-
vantaged communities. 

Urban climate policy development in California, therefore, has been 
facilitated by state regulations that trickle down to the regional and local 
governments through initiatives by CARB, via different transit and 
transport planning legislations, and through the various local climate 
adaptation and resilience initiatives (Mazmanian et al., 2008, 2020). 
Despite such supportive legal frameworks and the state's rather unique 
political environment, the local responses to the mandates have been 
heterogeneous, with some municipalities more proactively taking 
climate initiatives and others less engaged (Barbour & Deakin, 2012). In 
this study, we look at one specific form of climate planning that has 
commonly emerged with similar contents across municipalities in Cal-
ifornia: Climate Action Plans (CAPs). 

It is important to note that CAP is different from other typical urban 
sustainability and energy efficiency programs. It is also quite distinct 
from symbolic or rhetorical actions that local governments often take 
with climate policy. For CAP adoption, cities first have to produce GHG 
inventory, which allows them to understand the sources of GHG emis-
sions and the current production profile within their jurisdictions. Sec-
ond, CAP requires the development of local measures to reduce GHG 
emissions with specific target goals and timelines. As a robust climate 
mitigation planning, it does not only target the energy or environmental 
sectors, but the planning also ought to push other areas comprehen-
sively, including transportation, land use, residential buildings, business 
industry, and municipal operations (Barbour & Deakin, 2012). Finally, 
the CAP should propose specific implementation strategies, namely 
detailed plans for enforcement and monitoring activities. 

Notwithstanding these planned phases in a typical CAP document, 
earlier work (Bassett & Shandas, 2010) indicates that there still is a 
substantial diversity in what constitutes a CAP in California. From their 
document analysis of 20 CAPs, the authors report, “some plans are 
motivational documents, while others are extremely detailed imple-
mentation plans with concrete goals, clear objectives, and well-reasoned 
methods.” (p.435, ibid). Therefore, in our study, we consider local 
climate change policy as a CAP if and only if all of the aforementioned 
comprehensive components are all present in the planning document 
rather than merely taking a municipality's plan name at face value. 
These coding approaches ensure that we are not simply capturing 
motivational materials but also robust plans with concrete imple-
mentation goals and strategies. 

After applying these criteria, we find that 49 cities among 190 mu-
nicipalities in the Southern California region adopted CAPs in the past 
two decades. Figures in the Appendix show cities that adopted CAPs as a 
resolution of their city councils between 2000 and 2018 (marked in 
green). Seemingly, we observe a diffusion pattern over time. Each of the 
five Southern California counties saw a few cities that adopted CAP early 
on during this period. Since then, their neighboring cities began 
adopting CAPs. While the early adoptions are observed in counties along 
the coastline, such as San Diego County (2000), Los Angeles County 
(2007), and Orange County (2009), beginning in 2010, cities within 
inland counties like San Bernardino County (2010) and Riverside 
County (2011) also adopted CAPs. More interestingly, after each county 
had its early adopters, the diffusion seems to have co-occurred across the 
region rather than moving piecemeal from one county to another. CAP 
adoption peaked in 2012 and 2013 and continued at a smooth, not 
necessarily rapid pace through 2018. Despite the evidence of these novel 
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progressions of municipal CAP adoption in some regions, to our 
knowledge, no empirical research has systematically questioned what 
fostered the emergence of such climate action governance at the local 
and regional level. 

3. Previous literature on drivers of local climate policy adoption 

To date, the drivers of local climate policy adoption have been 
known to be largely four factors (e.g., Betsill, 2001; Broto, 2017; Ryan, 
2015; Yeganeh, McCoy, & Schenk, 2020): internal capacity, local con-
stituency preferences, external support, and transnational city networks. 
However, a review of the literature suggests that previous approaches 
are limited in explaining the intra-regional diffusion of urban climate 
policy and planning, rendering our theoretical and methodological focus 
toward an integrative perspective that amalgamates policy diffusion and 
mobility factors together. 

3.1. Internal institutional and economic factors 

The first factor is the local government's own capacity, broadly defined 
along financial, political, and institutional dimensions. Its argument is 
that the more the local governments have their own financial and 
organizational resources to combat climate change, the more likely they 
will adopt policies supporting the actions. Cities with large tax bases, 
municipal expenditures, personnel, and solid environmental infra-
structure may more proactively attend to climate change issues, whereas 
other cities may focus on economic development or redistribution 
agendas (Bae & Feiock, 2013; Sharp et al., 2011; Shi, 2019). In partic-
ular, the governments’ prior technical expertise in relevant policy areas, 
such as energy and transportation, have been identified as critical fac-
tors for developing climate change initiatives (Bai, 2007; Bulkeley, 
2010; Martins & da Costa Ferreira, 2011). Evidence also suggests that 
localities exposed to greater climate change risks do commit more to 
climate protection. For instance, Brody et al. (2008) show that the 
higher a local area's risk and vulnerability to extreme weather events, 
projected temperature change, and coastal proximity, the more they are 
committed to climate protection campaigns. 

Along political and institutional dimensions, it has been found that 
cities with political leaders who are dedicated to green growth or 
resilience are more likely to push for municipal climate plans than others 
(Dierwechter, 2010; McCann, 2011, 2017; Shi et al., 2015). Research 
also shows that the form of government—mayor versus council-man-
ager—could be a relevant factor because cities administered by profes-
sional managers put more effort into climate sustainability in their 
government operations than cities governed by mayors (Bae & Feiock, 
2013). 

3.2. Constituency preferences 

Second, both quantitative and qualitative studies of local climate 
policies suggest that the preferences of a city's constituency in the form of 
public support or—the degree to which organized interest groups sup-
port climate change policy— has been argued as an important driver 
(Bedsworth & Hanak, 2013; Zahran et al., 2008; cf. Gerber, 2013). In 
local politics, while climate change may be a less politicized policy area 
relative to economic development and redistributive policy, recent ev-
idence suggests that political ideology often shapes local decision- 
making on climate policies, and it is increasingly politicized at the na-
tional level (Gerber, 2013; Hughes et al., 2018; Krause et al., 2016). 

Besides the public's general ideological leanings, groups that gained 
the most traction are those of organized interests in urban development, 
such as manufacturing industry actors who oppose climate change ini-
tiatives (Sharp et al., 2011) and environmental stakeholders favoring the 

actions (Zahran et al., 2008). International studies further suggest that 
cities can enhance climate change adaptation and resiliency initiatives 
when city leaders improve the awareness of less committed stakeholders 
(Iturriza et al., 2020) or by engaging informal settlements (Trundle, 
2020). 

3.3. External institutional frameworks 

The third factor, external support or mandates, relates to a multilevel 
governance framework. A core argument is that legislation and/or 
institutional framework set by higher-level governments (e.g., federal, 
state, and/or regional) shape the incentive structures local governments 
face in putting their efforts to local climate planning and implementa-
tion (Barbour & Deakin, 2012; Bulkeley & Betsill, 2005; Homsy & 
Warner, 2015; Mazmanian et al., 2008). The strongest case is a strict 
mandate from federal or state governments that local governments must 
comply with. Numerous studies, however, indicate that most national 
and state goals for climate change are not strictly mandatory in practice. 
Despite the presence of such a framework, in some cases, there is no 
clearly specified urban element that the local governments have to take 
on (Castello, 2011). Still, the multilevel governance framework has been 
argued as a crucial factor for local actions since the guidelines from 
higher-level governments are usually accompanied by funding and 
technical support, which are common barriers for localities to take 
climate actions on their own (Betsill & Rabe, 2009; Mullin, Feiock, & 
Niemeier, 2020). 

3.4. Transnational city networks 

The last factor, transnational/municipal networks, has played signifi-
cant roles in North America, Europe, and elsewhere from the early stage 
of global climate change awareness. The networks help municipalities 
with climate commitment and actions, especially in the absence of 
multilevel governance and institutional framework. These networks also 
provide technical assistance for developing climate action plans so that 
cities can overcome their limited competence (Broto, 2017; Hughes, 
2017; Lindseth, 2004; Nguyen Long & Krause, 2021). Most previous 
empirical studies of the drivers of US local climate actions relied on 
these trans-municipal networks’ data, namely the membership roster 
and policy milestone status achieved by jurisdictions (Krause, 2011; 
Betsill, 2001). 

4. A contingent model of intra-regional policy diffusion 

Previous literature review suggests that most studies focus on local 
capacity, environmental conditions, leaders, their constituency, and 
external support. Few, however, have looked at how localities in a 
shared yet fragmented metropolitan area can influence one another, 
especially their neighbors, to commit to climate policies. The diffusion 
literature and policy mobility scholarship suggest that policy ideas and 
adoptions can circulate among municipalities in a unique spatial fashion 
within a shared region via underlying causal mechanisms like policy 
competition, “boosterism,” and learning (McCann, 2017). While policy 
diffusion seeks to understand temporal and spatial patterns in policy 
transfer, emphasizing geographic proximity to neighboring adopters, 
policy mobility is concerned more broadly with the, “social production 
and circulation of knowledge about how to best design and govern 
places.” (McCann, 2013, p. 8). Put differently, policy mobility is not only 
concerned with patterns in policy transfer, but also the forces underlying 
the generation and circulation of policy ideas, and a jurisdiction's 
receptiveness to ideas that might lead to successful policy adoption and 
implementation. It might be the case that geographic proximity to im-
mediate neighbors increases the likelihood of policy adoption as posited 
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by policy diffusion research (due to a mixture of competition, learning, 
or imitative effects from neighboring adopters), but it is the policy 
mobility literature that can help further inform these spatial patterns in 
intra-regional climate policy adoption. 

In particular, we believe it is the presence of local information 
infrastructure (McCann, 2017) in the form of previous environmental 
innovativeness that likely facilitates neighboring adoption patterns of 
CAP policies in Southern California. All municipalities might learn about 
climate action frameworks to some degree from their proximate 
neighbors, but not everyone is learning equally from neighbors nor is 
equally influenced to adopt CAP. Consistent with the policy mobility 
literature, it is local resource and adaptive capacity to be receptive to-
ward CAP policy ideas that we believe helps explain why CAP adoption 
spreads across cities in a “fragmented” Southern California region 
(Aylett, 2015; Shi et al., 2015). This would suggest that alongside 
traditional diffusion influencers like neighboring adoptions, CAP policy 
adoption would be most likely in municipalities with greater adaptive 
capacity or infrastructure, engendered by previous levels of environ-
mental policy innovation. 

Given this, we expand on previous research and integrate both intra- 
regional diffusion and policy mobility frameworks to develop a contin-
gent model of intra-regional diffusion. These two theories allow us to 
understand a metropolitan area as a shared place, rather than a wholly 
fragmented one, in which cities can positively influence one another's 
decision to commit to climate policies but only among a subset of those 
who have such capacity and resources to do so. Such an angle can help 
both urban policymakers and scholars better understand how and when 
climate policies and other similar actions can diffuse across a shared 
geographic area. 

To examine this perspective, we first hypothesize that as the share of 
neighboring jurisdictions that adopt CAP increases, a home city is more 
likely to adopt the CAP as well. We label this hypothesis as a “neigh-
boring effect” or an “external incentive.” Decades of diffusion research 
have convincingly shown that policy innovations spread primarily 
through neighboring jurisdictions that adopt such changes early on 
(Berry & Berry, 1999; Mooney, 2001). That is, jurisdictions are more 
likely to learn from, imitate, or compete with others that border one 
another (e.g., Shipan & Volden, 2006; cf. Thom & An, 2017). Along this 
line, a large body of literature in regional governance and planning 
highlights the role of local jurisdictional homophily as a key facilitator 
for inter-governmental collaboration on urban sustainability efforts 
despite being in a fragmented metropolitan environment (e.g., Deslatte 
& Feiock, 2019; Gerber et al., 2013). 

Next, labeled as internal adaptive capacity, the two key factors 
frequently studied in urban climate policy research are a city's pro- 
environmental propensity (Carter, 2018; Kwon et al., 2018; Portney, 
2003) and the presence and strength of environmental advocacy groups 
(Sharp et al., 2011; Zahran et al., 2008). Whereas most previous studies 
focused on the independent effects of internal adaptive capacity, we take 
a different view that amalgamates the two complementary models—i.e., 
policy diffusion and mobility. To that end, we present— a contingent 
model that suggests the external neighboring effect will depend on the 
presence and strength of internal adaptive capacity. 

Taking this view, we further theorize that a home jurisdiction that 
exhibits a higher score on these two internal factors—a city's pro- 
environmental innovation propensity and presence of local environ-
mental advocacy groups—will be more likely to be influenced by their 
neighboring adopters in CAP uptake. Note that we are not merely 
arguing the variations in these two internal characteristics would 
independently predict the likelihood of a city's adoption of CAP. Instead, 
our hypothesis is that cities with greater strength of internal adaptive 
capacity will be more likely influenced by neighboring CAP adopters 

than those with less capacity. Put another way, cities are more likely to 
influence geographic neighbors to adopt CAP, when these peers are 
more receptive to the policy transfer with greater adaptive capacity. 

5. Data, methods, and variables 

5.1. Data: identifying and measuring climate action plans in Southern 
California 

We use multiple sources to construct our dataset. First, we identify 
the year that cities in Southern California adopted CAPs by updating the 
two existing publicly available administrative data sources. These are 1) 
2012, 2014, 2016 Annual Planning Surveys conducted by the California 
Governor's Office of Planning and Research and 2) CAP-MAP compiled 
by the CARB. To our knowledge, the two sources serve as the most 
comprehensive databases, which track climate change policies at the 
municipal level in California. 

Nevertheless, the raw data had several limitations for research. First, 
the Annual Planning Surveys rely on municipal self-reporting, and in 
some cases, we found that the responses were inaccurate. Second, while 
the accuracy and coverage of the latter source, “CAP-MAP,” are much 
higher and more comprehensive than those of the Annual Planning 
Surveys, it does not differentiate municipal plans between a simple GHG 
reduction plan and a genuine CAP. This is an important distinction we 
realize for urban policy and planning as the latter, adopted by city 
councils, is a more concrete planning action tailored to address and 
prevent climate change impacts through various mitigation goals. Also, 
previous work studying local climate actions in California tended to 
focus on the GHG reduction plans (e.g., Bedsworth & Hanak, 2013), but 
not on CAPs, which are more recent developments in the state. Recog-
nizing these limitations, we updated the existing data with the most up- 
to-date information, which was drawn from several sources, including 
city council meeting notes, municipal agency documents, city plans, and 
local media news articles and reports. By investigating these new sour-
ces for each of all 190 cities in Southern California, we were able to 
identify 1) whether the cities adopted CAP or not, and if they did, 2) the 
year the CAP was passed by their city councils. 

It is important to note that our data improve the accuracy of 
municipal CAP adoption beyond existing governmental sources. It also 
adds to the previous data with the specific year CAP was adopted, which 
has been missing among the publicly available government data sources. 
After constructing a survival panel, the sample size of city-year dyads is 
3334 for 190 cities in 2000-2018. 

5.2. Methods 

We use an event history model to estimate the likelihood of a city's 
CAP adoption due to its neighboring adopters’ influences and its internal 
adaptive capacity. This model is widely used in diffusion studies because 
the assumptions generally fit diffusion event modeling. Our data do not 
violate the assumptions of the Cox proportional hazards model. We used 
the Schoenfeld test for proportionality and determined the Cox Model 
was the appropriate model. We also tested the required assumption 
using the algorithm based on Grambsch and Therneau (1994)’s residual 
test. Tests for each variable and the global violation test were insignif-
icant (see Box-Steffensmeier & Zorn, 2001, for the explanation of the 
diagnostic tests). Keeping with our hypothesis laid out earlier, we pre-
sent a contingent diffusion model between a neighboring effect and a 
city's pro-environmental policy index and the local presence of envi-
ronmental advocacy groups. In statistical terms, a city's likelihood of 
CAP adoption is estimated with an interaction term between the pro-
portion of neighboring CAP adopters and these two internal capacity 
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indicators, respectively, in separate estimations. 

5.3. Variables 

5.3.1. Dependent and main independent variables 

5.3.1.1. Dependent variable. The dependent variable is coded as 0 until 
the year the CAP was adopted; it is coded as 1 in the year of CAP 
adoption, then it drops out of the sample. 

5.3.1.2. Diffusion indicators. To assess diffusion processes, we use a 
spatial contiguity measure to calculate the proportion of contiguous 
cities that have adopted a CAP for each respective city. To do this, first, 
we count the number of neighbors a city has. Then, we take yearly 
measures of the total number of neighbors that have previously adopted 
a CAP. Finally, we take a proportion of these, which will produce a value 
between 0 (no neighboring adopters) to 1 (all neighbors have adopted). 

5.3.1.3. Main indicators of internal adaptive capacity. 1) Pro- 
environmental policy index and 2) the presence of environmental 
advocacy groups.  

1) Pro-environmental policy index. Some cities could lean toward more 
pro-environmental policies than others due to their public opinion, 
prior policy history, and unique trajectory in environmental policy 
development, among other reasons. The 2016 Annual Planning 
Survey includes a battery of items that asked if cities had or sup-
ported particular environmental programs, including renewable 
energy, municipal green building, electric vehicle, biogas, to list a 
few. The survey, however, does not identify when each of these 
programs was adopted as a city-wide program. We, therefore, as-
sume that cities with these programs exhibit a systematically 
different propensity than others in taking sustainability actions. 

A total of fifteen environmental policy categories are available in the 
survey, and we created an index by counting how many among the 
fifteen programs cities implement: 1) Renewable energy; 2) Municipal 
energy efficiency; 3) Residential and commercial energy efficiency; 4) 
Municipal green building standards; 5) Residential and commercial 
green building standards; 6) Smart growth (i.e., mixed-use or compact 
transit-oriented development); 7) Heat island and surface albedo; 8) 
Electric vehicles; 9) Alternative fuels and low-emission vehicles; 10) 
Waste diversion and biogas capture; 11) Tree planting and urban 
forestry; 12) Water conservation; 13) Water reuse and recycled water 
systems; 14) Green purchasing and green business promotion; and 15) 
Municipal vehicle fleet and equipment management. 

The minimum value for this index is 0, and the maximum is 15. 
Among 190 cities in our data, the mean of this variable is 4.09, and the 
standard deviation is 4.85, suggesting substantial variations across cit-
ies. More interestingly, only about a half of them (94 cities) have 
implemented at least one of the programs, while the other half (96 cities) 
did not report any program implementation. The three most widely 
adopted programs are all energy-related programs, namely municipal 
energy efficiency (82 cities), residential and commercial energy effi-
ciency (73 cities), and renewable energy (69 cities) among 190 cities. 
Not surprisingly, the three least adopted programs are relatively recent 
innovations, such as electric vehicles (27 cities), alternative fuels and 
low-emission vehicles (34 cities), and municipal green building stan-
dards (34 cities). We admit that simply summing these indicators, but 
not weighting by their relative importance, does not allow us to discern 
which cities are more committed to pro-environmental policies if their 
scores are the same. Nonetheless, we believe that this variable captures 
useful variations between cities in their propensity for adopting pro- 
environmental policies. Prior studies (e.g., Matisoff, 2008; Portney, 
2003) also take a similar approach to ours.  

2) Environmental advocacy groups. The next main internal adaptive 
capacity indicator is the number of environmental advocacy groups 
in each city. Sharp et al. (2011) uses the number of environmental 
nonprofits at the county level and estimates their numbers for cities 
using the city's population share in counties. Similarly, Zahran et al. 
(2008) use the metropolitan-wide number of environmental advo-
cacy groups. We present an enhanced measurement that counts the 
number of environmental advocacy groups at the city level, a much 
finer geographic grade without relying on rough estimations found in 
earlier studies. The National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS) 
provides not only the number of environmental nonprofits at the 
county level, but their IRS Business Master files also supply the 
counts at the city level from 1989 to 2016. These city-level counts, 
however, are disclosed only with the city's name, not the municipal 
identification code (i.e., FIPS code). Also, not surprisingly, we often 
found that there were errors in the city's name spellings. We, there-
fore, used the 5-digit zip code information of the nonprofits in the 
datasets and assigned the number of environmental nonprofits to 
municipalities based on a crosswalk between the zip code and the 
municipal FIPS code from other data sources. This process allows us 
to count the total number of environmental advocacy groups at the 
city level from 2000 to 2016. We coded the variable for 2017 and 
2018 to take the same value in 2016. 

5.3.2. Control variables 
To account for other potential CAP drivers, we include a number of 

control variables. Specifically, the list comes from the previous literature 
review on drivers of local climate policy adoption (i.e., see Section 3), 
tailored to CAP and our geographic study context. All these controls 
measure the cities’ internal institutional, political, and economic ca-
pacity, environmental conditions, and varying preferences of their 
constituencies. While our control variables are comprehensive, we do 
not have any direct controls for external institutional frameworks and 
transnational city networks. However, any external or regional institu-
tional support would still be captured by diffusion and policy mobility 
indicators as this is the key channel through which the diffusion effects 
occur. Regarding transnational city networks, while we cannot rule out 
its pre-existing role that might have differentially impacted the cities’ 
eventual CAP adoption decisions, our geographic focus on a single 
shared regional place within the same state and thus its relatively ho-
mogeneous institutional settings should effectively account for this un-
observed factor to some extent. An important note for our study 
purposes is whether our contingent model of intra-regional diffusion 
manifests its presence and significance after considering several control 
variables that have been considered as focal independent influences on 
local climate policy adoption in the previous literature. 

5.3.2.1. Internal institutional and economic factors. Several variables are 
included to measure a city's internal institutional and economic char-
acteristics that might influence its CAP adoption decision. First, as a set 
of proxy for a city's internal capacity and economic standing, we include 
the following four variables: 1) log of a city's population, 2) log of a city's 
land area, 3) median household income, and 4) unemployment rate, 
which are all derived from the US Census Bureau's American Community 
Survey 5-year estimates. 

We expect that cities with more considerable resources and capacity 
would be more likely to adopt innovative and entrepreneurial envi-
ronmental policies such as CAP. Log of population or log of land area and 
median household income are included as proxies for a city's resources 
and capacity. A city's overall economic condition would also indicate 
whether their local leaders would have time to allocate their attention to 
a pro-environmental policy agenda. If a city is performing poorly in 
economic indicators, it would be hard to see an innovative environ-
mental policy being on the table as the city's policy priorities. We thus 
include the unemployment rate as a measure of a city's priority in policy 
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agenda between economic and environmental issues. 

5.3.2.2. Environmental conditions. Next, we consider broader metro-
politan environment, namely 5) the degree to which the environment is 
jurisdictionally fragmented. A fragmented environment has been known 
to block information exchange between cities and their prospective 
coordination. While fragmentation may help facilitate inter-local 
collaboration for some municipal services (Deslatte & Feiock, 2019), 
we expect that it would negatively impact the inter-local spread in the 
context of CAP diffusion. The number of cities in each county measures 
metropolitan fragmentation, and the data come from the National His-
torical Geographic Information System (NHGIS). 

Moreover, to consider the variations in environmental conditions 
across cities, we include three variables that measure the severity of 
problems. One would imagine that these environmental-specific vari-
ables at the local level are generally hard to obtain. As such, previous 
studies examined proxies like population density and the number of 
manufacturing establishments. Like prior studies, we include 6) popu-
lation density as a control because places with higher density would 
have more significant needs for climate change action due to more GHG 
emissions. We further include some novel measures, namely, 7) the level 
of air quality indicated by PM concentration and 8) the number of 
hospital visits by asthma patients. These two variables are part of the 
“CalEnviroScreen” datasets developed by the California Office of Envi-
ronmental Health Hazard Assessment. The datasets provide several 
environmental measures at the census tract level throughout the entire 
state, and they are available at two different periods, which are around 
before and after 2012. We match earlier variables to our panel from 
2000 to 2012 and the updated ones to our data from 2013 through 2018. 
To measure air quality, we chose the level of PM concentration in the 
median census tract of each city. The number of asthma patients’ hos-
pital visits is also available at the tract level, and we summed the tract- 
level numbers to generate city-level aggregates. 

5.3.2.3. Constituency preferences. To control for the influence of a con-
stituency's preferences, we include the following four variables: 1) 
percent of the adult population with a college degree, 2) percent of 
homeowners, 3) racial heterogeneity index, and 4) the percent of 
registered democrats. The first three variables were obtained from the 
American Community Survey 5-year estimates. 

Innovation diffusion literature has argued that individuals with 
higher education backgrounds are more likely to be early adopters than 
those without (Rogers, 1995). Citizens with higher education may care 
more about the quality of living and sustainable environment sur-
rounding them. We thus include the percent of the adult population with 
a bachelor's degree. In a similar vein, homeowners may prefer higher 
environmental well-being than renters since owners have fixed real es-
tate assets in the place (Fischel, 2009). Yet, studies also suggest that they 
may oppose reducing GHG emission in climate policy as such goals often 
impose costly restrictions on property owners (Kwon et al., 2014). 
Therefore, the sign for the homeowners is rather ambiguous. The per-
centage of owned housing units is included as a measure of the home-
ownership rate. 

We also include a variable that measures citizens’ level of collective 
action problems in their communities: the racial heterogeneity index. In 
principle, we acknowledge that local climate action would have little to 
do with racial composition in the population. Southern California, 
however, is one of the most racially diverse regions in the states. Recent 
research has shown that race often influences a broad array of policy-
making processes beyond welfare policies (An et al., 2018), which could 
have implications for environmental policies as well (Downey & Haw-
kins, 2008; Sampson & Winter, 2016). We thus include this variable as a 
rough proxy for the level of collective action mobility within cities. It is 
operationalized by an inverse of the Herfindahl-Hirschman index that 
measures heterogeneity of a city among eight different race and ethnic 

groups: (1) Non-Hispanic White, (2) Non-Hispanic Black, (3) Non- 
Hispanic Native American, (4) Non-Hispanic Asian, (5) Non-Hispanic 
Hawaiian, (6) Non-Hispanic Some Other, (7) Non-Hispanic Two or 
More, and (8) Hispanic. We expect that cities with lower collective ac-
tion mobility (i.e., higher levels of racial heterogeneity) may find it hard 
to reach a consensus on a new, innovative policy agenda such as CAP. 

Lastly, the political ideology of constituents could also affect their 
local leaders’ attention to a climate change policy. Given the landscape 
of national politics in which climate change has often been politicized, 
we would expect that cities with more Democrats might be more sup-
portive of local climate action. We use a city's percentage of Democrat 
registered voters to measure its ideological orientation. The California 
Secretary of State provides this information in their reports of voter 
registration. These numbers are available yearly for all cities in our 
sample during the study period. Table 1 presents all variables, their 
group categories, and the summary statistics. 

6. Results and discussion 

Table 2 shows the result of our Cox proportional hazards model. The 
first column features the model in which all variables enter the equation 
as separate, independent influences. The second column presents the 
model that incorporates an interactive effect between neighboring 
adopters’ influence and a home city's pro-environmental policy index. 
The third column also features the moderating effect, but it is modeled 
as a function of the interaction between the neighboring influence and 
the number of environmental advocacy groups in a home city. All three 
models are estimated using robust standard errors at the city level. 

Column 1 in Table 2 shows that the proportion of neighboring 
adopters positively increases a city's likelihood of CAP adoption, con-
firming the “neighboring effect” hypothesis. Specifically, a city is more 
likely to undertake CAP adoption as the proportion of neighboring CAP 
adoptions increases. This is consistent with established diffusion 
research that finds that geographic contiguity increases the propensity 
of inter-connected adopters. In the initial baseline model without 
interactive effects, a city's pro-environmental policy index is also posi-
tively associated with its likelihood of CAP adoption. Conversely, the 
number of environmental advocacy groups in a city shows a negative 
sign indicating a reduced likelihood of municipal CAP adoption with a 
heightened presence of environmental advocacy. The finding runs 
counter to our expectations and the results of earlier studies of envi-
ronmental policymaking, but the coefficient is not distinguishable from 
zero. Ultimately, it does not appear that the presence of environmental 
advocacy groups matters to a city's likelihood of adopting CAP. It might 
be the case that environmental policymaking, especially multifaceted 
and comprehensive environmental policy frameworks like CAP, oper-
ates among relatively complex networks and cross-cutting interests (e.g., 
business, public works, etc.), and thus environmental advocacy groups 
are not independently influencing the local CAP policymaking process in 
impactful ways. 

The results of the control variables are also worth mentioning. Most 
control variables show expected signs, but only three variables among 
them are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. First, a city's number 
of Asthma patients' hospital visits—a proxy for local environmental 
quality—is positively related to the CAP adoption, indicating that 
deteriorative environmental quality can be a push factor for the city's 
climate action response.1 Second, holding other factors equal, larger 
cities are more likely to adopt CAP than smaller cities plausibly due to 
more resources and scale of economies they can utilize to mitigate 
climate impacts. This finding is consistent with the description of 

1 Alternatively, we took a log of this variable given its highly skewed dis-
tribution. Our core results, however, did not change with this alternative 
measurement, not only in the baseline specification, but also in all other 
specifications, including the robustness test. 
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Barbour and Deakin (2012)'s regression analysis of CAP adoption in 
California and results of Dierwechter (2010) that central cities often take 
such initiatives first and suburban municipalities follow the motion. We 
replaced a city's population size with a land size variable in an additional 
model, and it yielded similar results. Also, the model that includes both 
variables does not change the main results, but in this case, both 

population size and land size lose significance, likely due to a moderate 
correlation between the two (r = 0.56). Lastly, metropolitan fragmen-
tation is negatively associated with a city's likelihood of CAP adoption as 
expected, suggesting that a fragmented environment can indeed hinder 
information sharing among the cities, blocking policy mobility. For 
more intricate, comprehensive policy frameworks, such as CAP adop-
tion, the presence of informational or cooperative jurisdictional hurdles 
engendered by fragmentation likely reduces the likelihood of cities’ CAP 
adoption. Additionally, because of uncertainties around spillover effects 
and freeriding potential, a greater number of jurisdictions in shared 
metropolitan space per se can likely hinder the adoption and transfer of 
CAP policies. 

Column 2 in Table 2 considers an interactive effect between the share 
of neighboring CAP adopters and a home city's pro-environmental policy 
index. The coefficient for this interaction term is positive and statisti-
cally significant. This result suggests that neighboring effects are 
contingent on a home city's pro-environmental tendency. Namely, the 
cities that implement more environmentally targeted and innovative 
programs are more strongly influenced by their neighbors' CAP adop-
tion. In this model, the neighboring effect itself is far from being sig-
nificant, but the pro-environmental policy index remains positive and 
strongly significant (p < 0.01), consistent with expectations from the 
policy mobility literature that stresses the importance of the adaptive 
capacity for successful policy transfer. This means that the neighboring 
effect is indeed a meaningful influence for a city's CAP adoption if and 
only if it combines with the city's pro-environmental adaptive capacity, 
a significant finding that bridges the diffusion and mobility literature. 
Put another way, the emphasis on geographic proximity in policy 
diffusion research is not misplaced per say, but represents an incomplete 
understanding of diffusion processes in that neighboring effects are 
highly contingent on home city conditions, namely the strength of a pro- 
environmental propensity. Policy diffusion research would do well to 
continue incorporating insights from other scholarly traditions, such as 
policy mobility and regional governance approach, in order to offer a 
more complete picture of policy transfer in a shared metropolitan space. 
The results of other variables remain virtually the same as in the first 
model. 

Column 3 in Table 2 examines the interactive effect between the 
share of neighboring CAP adopters and the number of environmental 
advocacy groups in a home city. Unlike the moderating effect found in 
column 2, the results show a non-significant coefficient for the inter-
action term. This result is not surprising given a null effect of environ-
mental advocacy groups in the baseline model (i.e., column 1). In 
contrast, the neighboring effect and pro-environmental policy index 
both continue to show positive relationships with CAP adoption (p <
0.05). Other control variables also show similar results to earlier ones in 

Table 1 
Descriptive statistics for city-level variables.  

Groups Variables Mean Std dev Min Max 

Outcome Adoption of climate action plan (CAP)  0.01  0.12  0  1 
Diffusion indicator Share of neighboring CAP adopters  0.09  0.21  0  1 

Environmental adaptive capacity 
Pro-environmental policy index  3.82  4.78  0  15 
# of environmental advocacy groups  3.77  8.79  0  114 

Internal institutional and economic capacity 

Log of population  10.61  1.22  3.71  15.15 
Log of land area  2.54  0.94  0.67  6.15 
Median household income ($ in 2018)  75,691  33,915  30,353  295,057 
Share of unemployed population  0.13  0.20  0  1 

Environmental conditions 

Metropolitan fragmentation  56.24  31  17  88 
Population density  5485.86  4415.52  16.72  23,921.21 
Median PM concentration  10.70  2.35  0  14.15 
# of asthma patients’ hospital visits  722  2440  11  45,698 

Constituency preferences 

Share of adults with a bachelor's degree  0.30  0.18  0.02  0.80 
Share of homeowners  0.60  0.17  0.04  0.76 
Racial diversity (herfindahl) index  0.51  0.16  0.04  0.99 
Share of Democrat registered voters  0.53  0.16  0.20  0.94 

Note: n = 3334 for all variables. 

Table 2 
Event history analysis with cox hazard model.  

Variables (1) (2) (3) 

Share of neighboring adopters  
2.657*  0.794  3.069*  

(1.156)  (0.667)  (1.451) 

Pro-environmental policy index  1.158***  1.113**  1.158***  
(0.035)  (0.039)  (0.034) 

Share of neighboring adopters X  
pro-environmental policy index   

1.140*    
(0.074)  

Environmental advocacy groups  
0.980  0.982  0.988  

(0.011)  (0.011)  (0.016) 
Share of neighboring adopters X 

environmental advocacy 
groups    

0.968    

(0.049) 

PM concentrations  0.945  0.942  0.947  
(0.070)  (0.070)  (0.070) 

# of Asthma patients' hospital 
visits  

1.0001**  1.0001**  1.0001  
(0.00004)  (0.00004)  (0.00005) 

Population density  
0.999  0.999  0.999  

(0.0001)  (0.0001)  (0.0001) 
Share of Democrat registered 

voters  
3.033  3.310  3.341  

(4.543)  (4.972)  (5.189) 

Metropolitan fragmentation  0.982*  0.981**  0.982*  
(0.007)  (0.006)  (0.007) 

Log of population  
1.749*  1.684  1.776*  

(0.482)  (0.450)  (0.502) 

Median household income  
0.999  1.000  0.999  

(0.00001)  (0.00001)  (0.00001) 

Share of unemployed population  0.070  0.070  0.075  
(0.187)  (0.179)  (0.198) 

Share of adults with BA degree  4.403  3.739  5.015  
(6.987)  (6.022)  (8.443) 

Share of homeowners  
0.757  0.785  0.737  

(1.223)  (1.235)  (1.190) 

Racial diversity index  
0.192  0.190  0.181  

(0.235)  (0.228)  (0.224) 
Number of observations  3334  3334  3334 
Log pseudolikelihood  -212.711  -211.579  -212.577 
Wald χ2  142.72  167.74  147.32 

Notes: Each coefficient is a hazard ratio; standard errors listed in parenthesis 
below each hazard ratio are robust and clustered by cites. 

* p < 0.05. 
** p < 0.01. 
*** p < 0.001. 
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columns 1 and 2. This suggests that it is a city's adaptive capacity in 
environmental policy that matters most to CAP adoption, while local 
interest group presence has no independent effect on the likelihood of 
CAP adoption. This might suggest that cities are primarily learning from 
neighboring actors or environmental specialists associated with previ-
ous environmentally-related policy actions when considering CAP 
adoption and less so from local advocacy groups engaged in the policy 
process. 

Some additional considerations can help explain the non-significant 
role of local environmental advocacy groups in the intra-regional 
diffusion of CAP policy. Perhaps, these results reflect the possibility 
that not all environment-related nonprofits are advocates of climate 
actions. While our interest group measure allows us to capture their 
extent at the city level, which is a much finer grade than measured in 
previous studies, the aggregate count still may mask a great diversity 
among themselves: Some advocacy organizations may focus on other 
environmental affairs, not those directly related to climate issues, and 
thus they may not necessarily support their city's adoption of climate 
action plans. It is also possible that nonprofits’ involvement in climate 
change crowds out the government's need for such official policy actions 
like CAP. Namely, city officials may not feel an urgency to enact climate 
policies if they are aware of the active roles the nonprofits in their ju-
risdictions are already taking on or working actively to mitigate the 
harmful effects of climate change. Future studies may explore these 
possibilities in more detail. 

Next, we tested the robustness of the results. Instead of an event 

history model, we use a logistic regression model that includes all annual 
year dummies. This model is more straightforward than the Cox Hazard 
specification to examine relationships with CAP adoption. It also allows 
us to control for year fixed-effects directly. Table 3 shows this exercise 
with three models repeated in each column from 1 to 3, similar to the 
empirical approach in Table 2. Note that sample size diminishes some-
what since the years in which no CAP adoption occurred are dropped 
from the model (i.e., 2001 through 2006 and 2008). Notwithstanding 
the difference in sample size, the initial results estimated by Cox Hazard 
models remain essentially the same as these newer estimations in 
Table 3. 

The consistent results across different models demonstrate that 
geographic proximity holds a crucial role in the diffusion of policy in-
novations across cities in metropolitan areas or regions within states (e. 
g., Mitchell, 2016; Shipan & Volden, 2008). To our knowledge, no urban 
scholars have used this diffusion framework to examine climate policies. 
The most relevant studies are Zhou et al. (2019) and Matisoff (2008), 
who apply this theory to analyze the diffusion of renewable energy 
policy that 30 European countries adopted during 1990-2012 (Zhou 
et al., 2019) and diffusion evidence of energy efficiency and renewable 
energy policies among 50 US states between 1997 and 2005 (Matisoff, 
2008). These prior analyses have examined nation-states or US states as 
the units of analysis and diffusion agents, but not local governments. Our 
study adds to this body of literature by further focusing on cities’ role in 
the intra-regional diffusion of urban climate policies. 

Importantly, in contrast to previous modeling approaches that treat 
internal and external determinants as independent influences (e.g., 
Matisoff, 2008), our contingent model of climate policy diffusion reveals 
that local adoption decisions are primarily a function of the interaction 
between internal adaptive capacity and external influences. The results 
show that urban climate policies can spread across a metropolitan area 
through external diffusion mechanisms like neighboring adoptions but 
are more likely when a local government's internal adaptive capacity is 
in place to facilitate the diffusion process. Such perspective and findings 
carry a significant implication for practice. Urban policymakers and 
planners can improve the environmental sustainability of their own ju-
risdictions and others closer to them by taking a regional approach 
rather than an individual and piecemeal one. In other words, regional 
planning that facilitates the local exchange of climate change efforts can 
be effective, especially if it can tap spillover effects across cities. Still, 
our crucial argument is that local jurisdictions internally need to have 
adaptive capacity in place to benefit from such a regional diffusion dy-
namic. Therefore, regional policymakers and planners should target 
local governments that lack such adaptive capacity when allocating 
resources. It can be one thing to share and offer policy expertise, yet 
quite another to assist with capacity building and facilitate effective 
adoption and implementation, the latter of which should guide regional 
planning efforts around urban climate policy. 

7. Conclusions 

This article examines the novel progression and diffusion of local 
climate action plans (CAPs) in Southern California. While California is 
an environmental leader state that has been credited for its commitment 
to climate change policies for a long time, localities in the state are not 
strictly mandated to adopt such plans. Still, many cities in the Southern 
California region voluntarily passed CAPs. Such phenomena pose an 
interesting question: Why and how have these cities adopted CAPs? 
While determining a precise causal mechanism of the local adoption of 
CAPs is beyond the scope of this research, building on policy diffusion 
and mobility literatures, we present a contingent model of intra-regional 
diffusion as a theoretical and analytical lens to better understand how 
these policies have evolved and spread across the region. 

The findings indicate that the diffusion framework can help explain 
the cities’ adoption of CAPs. Local jurisdictions that already adopt CAPs 
influence their neighbors to take similar actions, creating spillover 

Table 3 
Robustness Test with Logistic Regression.  

Variables (1) (2) (3) 

Share of neighboring adopters 1.130* -0.457 1.290* 
(0.492) (0.938) (0.554) 

Pro-environmental policy index 0.159*** 0.106** 0.160*** 
(0.033) (0.039) (0.033) 

Share of neighboring adopters X  
pro-environmental policy index  

0.188*   
(0.082)  

Environmental advocacy groups 
-0.020 -0.019 -0.012 
(0.013) (0.012) (0.019) 

Share of neighboring adopters X 
environmental advocacy groups   

-0.035   
(0.058) 

PM concentrations -0.058 -0.065 -0.057 
(0.078) (0.078) (0.079) 

# of asthma patients' hospital visits 
0.0001** 0.0001** 0.0001* 
(0.00004) (0.00004) (0.00005) 

Population density 
-0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) 

Share of Democrat voters 1.517 1.718 1.602 
(1.678) (1.697) (1.721) 

Metropolitan fragmentation -0.019** -0.022** -0.020** 
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 

Log of population 
0.603* 0.541 0.618* 
(0.296) (0.288) (0.303) 

Median household income 
-8.06e-07 3.75e-07 -1.11e-06 
(0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) 

Share of the unemployed population -6.603 -7.330 -6.432 
(7.991) (7.856) (8.049) 

Share of adults with BA degree 
1.164 0.773 1.301 
(2.095) (2.207) (2.198) 

Share of homeowners 
-0.290 -0.224 -0.308 
(1.760) (1.703) (1.759) 

Racial diversity index 
-1.790 -1.696 -1.834 
(1.342) (1.317) (1.351) 

Number of observations 2041 2041 2041 
Log pseudolikelihood 177.917 -176.026 -177.789 
Wald χ2 241.09 265.76 246.77 
Pseud R2 0.230 0.239 0.231 

Notes: Standard errors listed in parenthesis below each coefficient are robust and 
clustered by cities. Year fixed effects included, but not reported. 

* p < 0.05. 
** p < 0.01. 
*** p < 0.001. 
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effects. Perhaps, these late adopters learn most readily from the early 
adopters bordering them. This study takes a further step toward un-
derstanding the regional dynamic by presenting a contingent model of 
intra-regional diffusion. Specifically, we focus on internal adaptive ca-
pacity as a contributor to policy mobility. Namely, we model a diffusion 
event as a function of the interaction between the internal adaptive 
capacity of local jurisdictions and the neighboring external effects they 
face. Indeed, the analysis supports this conditional perspective and is 
consistent with that of the policy mobility literature, showing that cities 
with a higher propensity for pro-environmental policies are more likely 
to be receptive to neighboring effects of CAP policy transfer. 

The diffusion approach for local CAPs across Southern California 
cities provides important insights into the international climate policy 
literature. To our knowledge, most scholars have taken a case study 
approach to understanding the drivers of local climate mitigation and 
adaptation efforts. That is, why certain local governments have adopted 
such initiatives or plans, and how much have they achieved climate 
policy and planning goals as a result of those efforts? Many have also 
focused on identifying hurdles in implementation to suggest policy 
recommendations. Yet virtually no studies have asked how urban poli-
cymakers and planners can take advantage of a regional approach such 
that one local jurisdiction's actions can generate positive spillover effects 
for their neighbors' actions. The municipalities of Southern California 
illustrate that metropolitan areas indeed can experience a positive 
spillover effect of urban climate policies through diffusions among lo-
calities bordering one another. This is an innovative approach that can 
be considered in other countries if one is interested in collective local 
actions at the metropolitan or regional levels and there are supportive 
legal and institutional frameworks from higher-level governments. 

Notably, urban policymakers and planners who may want to repli-
cate the experiences of Southern California cities should bear in mind 
that the neighboring effect of diffusion is highly contingent on a home 
jurisdiction's existing pro-environmental policy propensity, and these 
positive spillovers are likely generated under the state's supportive legal 
frameworks. Hence, government officials would need to nudge or 
encourage localities to be environmental entrepreneurs and assist with 
building up adaptive capacities within localities so that they can be 
receptive to such a regional movement. 

This study advances urban policy theory in two ways. First, we 
examined diffusion within a large metropolitan area over the course of 
multiple years. While there is a plethora of state, city, and county-level 
studies in existence, diffusion occurring among municipalities within a 
shared metropolitan or regional area has not been comprehensively 
studied. Understanding intra-metropolitan or intra-regional policy 
transfer patterns remains an understudied area of diffusion research and 
could garner more attention from policy and planning scholars. For 
instance, researchers could examine other urban policy and planning 
areas that are traditionally more localized, including education reform, 
refuse collection, and procurement practices, to list a few. Second, we 
successfully integrate two schools of policy theory. Many studies 
examine policy diffusion and policy mobility as distinct theoretical 
traditions, but those examining both diffusion and mobility together as 
complements are virtually missing in the literature. In our view, greater 
hybridity between these literatures can help illuminate policymaking 
and urban affairs. 

Despite these findings and implications, we acknowledge some lim-
itations in our study. Recent research suggests that a municipality's 
sustainability plan development promotes actions on the ground but 
within a unique policy window (Liao et al., 2020). Thus, it remains to be 
seen how the local governments’ CAP efforts translate to actual out-
comes. Besides, this study did not directly consider the role regional 
planning bodies take on local climate change policies. Research suggests 
that these regional bodies play a significant role in comprehensive 
climate change planning by sharing information and providing technical 
assistance to their member jurisdictions (Barbour & Deakin, 2012; 
Mullin, Feiock, & Niemeier, 2020). Such variations may help explain 

why some cities and counties became early adopters and saw more 
visibility of CAP adoptions in their areas. Perhaps, regional councils and, 
more generally speaking, professional networks can be other key pre-
dictors for the diffusion and policy transfer of CAPs. 

Likewise, this study did not examine the role of state administration 
or legislators who might have pushed their particular localities to 
commit to climate change policies (Kwon et al., 2014). However, so long 
as state support was not differentially provided to localities, this variable 
may not have biased the observed relationships in a significant way. 
While the study could not include these variables due to data availability 
issues, future research may collect such information to examine local- 
regional and local-state relationships with regard to environmental 
policymaking. Future studies may also survey key local officials to 
explore the motivations underlying their imitation from neighbor peers. 

The study area also could be expanded to an entire state and employ 
a novel methodology to examine the patterns from an inter-regional 
diffusion perspective. Recent policy diffusion scholars have introduced 
more flexible models than those strictly adhering to a “neighboring” 
method. These models use dyadic methodological approaches (Gilardi & 
Füglister, 2008; Nicholson-Crotty & Carley, 2016) or take space and 
time dimensions more seriously than previously done (Drolc, Gandrud, 
& Williams, 2021; Mitchell, 2018). Scholars interested in inter-regional 
diffusion events may consider these recent developments in urban policy 
diffusion methodology. Lastly, we acknowledge that CAP is only one of 
several potential local climate policies. While it signals the local gov-
ernment's commitment to climate mitigation, many forms of climate 
innovation also come from the adaptation and resilience space, where 
local governments work to address increasing heat, air pollution, 
flooding, or sea-level rise impacts. Future research can also examine 
transfers of local climate initiatives along these other dimensions. 

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study provides important 
insights into local climate policy and planning by presenting and testing 
a novel intra-regional diffusion model. We encourage other urban 
scholars to view local governments as innovators and regulators of 
environmental policies and study the positive spillovers of other inno-
vative policies across metropolitan areas and regions both in the United 
States and other countries. Such studies will further enrich our under-
standing of improving sustainability through urban and regional plan-
ning that facilitates local progression and the spread of innovative 
environmental policies. 
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Appendix A    

Figures. Descriptive diffusion patterns of CAP in Southern California 2000-2018. 
Notes. Green color represents cities that adopted a CAP in the specified year. Beige color indicates cities that did not adopted CAP until the specified year. 
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Figures. (continued). 
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Figures. (continued).  
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